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When Abbath announced that he had left Immortal,
it sent shockwaves through the metal scene – his very
image is synonymous with the genre. Upon releasing
the debut album from his eponymous new band,
Abbath, in 2016, true fans were satiated by a dose of
icy, blackened fury. Outstrider sees a maturation in
sound, delivering a tighter, well-rounded offering from
the band as they come into their own identity. While
there are moments that certainly channel the frosty
hallmarks of Immortal, there is no danger of Abbath
repeating that formula. Abbath draws from NWOBM
and melodic influences, adding a fresh new flavor to
the sound that the band’s founder came to define.
Outstrider consists of eight, crushing original songs
and concludes with a fiery Bathory cover.

Formed in 2018 and having already released a masterful
and immensely well received EP, The Interstice, Toronto
/ New York based brutal death/hardcore group Brand
Of Sacrifice has already established itself as one
of the most uniquely thrilling and compositionally
adventurous extreme metal acts in the scene today.
Their debut long-player, God Hand, finds the band
pushing both its growing maturity as songwriters as
well as its ability to commit total sonic devastation.
“God Hand is absolutely our most punishing and
relentless material to date,” says the band. “That being
said, there are many hooks and ‘chorus’ sections…
Whether you’re a fan of Death metal/Hardcore or the
Brutal/Slam side of the Metal genre, there’s something
here for you.”
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